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SUMMARY

This book is unique in that it is a collection of quotes by world renowned individuals. The quotes are separated into 5 chapters by topic. Topics are 1) Friendship, Family and Love 2) Faith and Kindness 3) Teaching 4) Success and Excellence and 5) Leadership. In their own handwriting, some of the world’s most influential voices and leaders share their captivating and inspiring thoughts.

LEADERSHIP STYLES & THEMES

All styles and themes appertain to different quotes

LEADERSHIP & INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS APPLICATIONS

This book is not appropriate to read all the way through, too many quotes tends to get dull. This book would possibly work if certain chapters were read at once. And seniors could possible each be asked to create their own quote, based off of the format of this book. They could be compiled and added on to each year, to form a Leadership version of this book.

STUDENT INTEREST RATING
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CONTEXT QUOTABLES

“A friend is chosen family.” - Gloria Steinem
“Imagine!” - Yoko One
“May the frightened cease to be afraid, the those bound freed; may the weak find power, and may their hearts join in friendship” - Dalai Lama

COMPLEMENTARY SELECTIONS

The Most Important Thing I Know: Life Lessons by Lorne Adrian
Our relationships are the most important things in the world. They’re the most crucial factor for happiness and, in combination with your calling, tend to be our reasons to live. For most, family is at the top of the list in terms of values and priorities. However, once you have even a single small health complication you’ll know exactly just how important this is. At the first sign of complications, you realize that everything is jeopardized by bad health. With good health, you can spend more time with friends and family, enjoy the love in your life, and follow your passion to your heart’s content. With bad health; you eventually lose it all. So, take care of your health so you have more time to enjoy the other most important things in your life. TAGS: how-to guide.